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Abstract: In this paper uncertainty measure of stochastic intuitionistic fuzzy sets due to hesitancy 
and randomness is proposed. It is extending of Deluca and Termini (1972) formula for IFSs. 
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1. Introduction 
Entropy measures in the stochastic systems are the degree of uncertainty due to the randomness, 
while in the theory of fuzzy sets uncertainty is due to the vagueness and complexity of the system. 
Thus the fuzzy entropy can be considered as the degree of uncertainty due to the personal judgment. 
After three decades that Shannon [5] introduced the entropy of stochastic systems, De Luca and 
Termini [2] for the first time introduced the concept of fuzzy entropy. Their measure of fuzzy 
entropy was based on the fuzzy sets with finite reference set. This measure, which is based on the 
Shannon’s measure of entropy. Kaufmann [3] defined the fuzzy entropy by the Euclidean or 
Hamming distance of the fuzzy set and the nearest crisp set. Yager [7] consider the relationship 
between A  and cA  to be the essence of fuzziness. In spite of the apparent structural difference 
between Kaufmann and Yager’s measures with De Luca entropy, they satisfy the four axioms 
introduced by De Luca and Termini. In 1992, Kosko [4] gave new version of Kaufmann’s entropy. 
Concedering degree of hesitancy, Atanassov [1] defined intuitionistic fuzzy sets as the 
generalization of fuzzy sets. Szmidt. E., Kacprzyk [6] introduced the entropy for intuitionistic fuzzy 
sets and its axioms. In section 2 intuitionistic fuzzy sets and entropy are discussed. And finally in 
section 3 entropy of stochastic intuitionistic fuzzy sets is proposed. 
 
 
2. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets and entropy 
 
The concept of an intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS), which is a generalization of the concept of a 
fuzzy set (FS), has been introduced by K. Atanassov. 
 
2.1 Preliminaries 
Definition 1. A traditional fuzzy set in X, given by ( )( ){ }XxxxA A ∈= |,μ           (1) 
where μA : X → [0, 1] is the membership function of the fuzzy set A, 
 
Definition 2. An intuitionistic fuzzy set B is given by ( ) ( )( ){ }XxxxxB BB ∈= |,, νμ          (2) 
where μB : X → [0, 1] and νB : X → [0, 1] are such that ( ) ( ) 10 ≤+≤ xx BB νμ           (3) 
and μB(x); νB(x) ∈ [0, 1] denote a degree of membership and a degree of non-membership of x ∈ A, 
respectively. 
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For each intuitionistic fuzzy set in X we have a “hesitation margin” ( )xBπ , this is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy index of Bx∈ , it expresses a hesitation degree of whether x belongs to A or not.  It is 
obvious that ( ) 10 ≤≤ xBπ , for each Xx∈ .  ( ) ( ) ( )xxx BBB νμπ −−=1           (4) 
Therefore if we want to fully describe an intuitionistic fuzzy set, we must use any two functions 
from the triplet. 
• Membership function 
• Non-membership function 
• Hesitation margin 
 
2.2 Basic operations on IFSs 
Atanassov defines a set of operations between two IFSs A and B. 
 
Definition 3. The union operator ∪   between A and B is given by 
 X} x|(x))} (x),min{ (x)},µ (x),max{µ {(x,  B A BABA ∈= νν∪  
 
Definition 4. The intersection operator ∩ between A and B is given by 
 X} x|(x))} (x),max{ (x)},µ (x),min{µ {(x,  B A BABA ∈= νν∩  
 
Definition 5. The complementary set Ac of A is defined as ( ) X} x|(x)µ (x), x,{ A A c ∈= ν  
 
2.3 Intuitionistic fuzzy entropy 
De Luca and Termini proposed nonprobabilistic entropy for FSs and formulated the axiomatic 
requirements an entropy measure should comply with. Szmidt and Kacprzyk extended the axioms 
of De Luca and Termini, proposing the following definition for an entropy measure in the setting of 
IFSs theory. 
 
Definition 7 (Szmidt and Kacprzyk [31]). An entropy on IFS(X) is a real-valued functional          
E : IFS(X) → [0, 1] 1], satisfying the following axiomatic requirements: 
 
• 0  E(A) = iff A is a crisp set; that is 1  )(xµor  0  )(xµ iAiA == for all X x i ∈  
• 1  E(A) = iff )(x )(xµ iAiA ν=  for all X x i ∈ , that is cAA =  
• E(B)E(A) ≤ if A is sharper than B, i.e. 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
≥≤≥
≤≥≤
(x)  (x)µfor  (x), (x) and (x)µ  (x)µ
or
(x)  (x)µfor  (x), (x) and (x)µ  (x)µ
BBBABA
BBBABA
ννν
ννν
 
 
for all X x i ∈ . 
• )E(A  E(A) c=  
 
Moreover, an intuitionistic fuzzy entropy measure was defined as 
∑
=
=
n
i
c
i
c
i
A
A
n 1 i
i
)maxCount(A
)maxCount(A1 E(A) ∪
∩
         (5) 
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where )Cardinal(X n = and iA  denotes the single-element IFS corresponding to the i-th element of 
the universe X. In other words, Ai is the i-th “component” of A. Moreover, max Count(A) denotes 
the biggest cardinality of A and is given by 
∑
=
+=
n
i
iAiA xx
1
)()(()maxCount(A πμ         (6) 
  
3. Entropy of Stochastic Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets 
 
In this section first a simple form of intuitionistic fuzzy entropy measure is introduce, then it is extended to 
stochastic IFSs. 
Definition 8. Simple intuitionistic fuzzy entropy for IFS A can be defined as ∑
=
=
n
i
iu xen
AE
1
)(1)(  where 
2)()((1)( iiAi xxxe νμ −−=           (7) 
It is satisfying according to Szmidt and Kacprzyk axioms.  
 
Definition 9. Stochastic intuitionistic fuzzy entropy for IFS A with a probability system 
),...,,( 21 npppP =  is defined as 
∑
=
=
n
i
iiS xepAE
1
)()(            (8) 
 
Property 1. In case of the uniform probability system the stochastic intuitionistic fuzzy entropy is the 
same as the Simple intuitionistic fuzzy entropy. 
 
Definition 10.  Total stochastic intuitionistic fuzzy entropy for IFS A with a probability system 
),...,,( 21 npppP =  is defined as 
)()()( PHAEAE ST +=           (9) 
 where ∑
=
−=
n
i
ii ppPH log)(  is the Shannon entropy. 
Property 2. If probability system be a degenerate distribution system, )0,...,1,...,0(=P  
,then )()( iT xeAE = . 
4. Conclusions 
This paper presented total entropy for stochastic intuitionistic fuzzy sets. This is a extending of 
other entropy measure introduced by De Luca and Termini, Szmidt and kacperzik. 
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